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Abstract. Theories and models on saliency that predict where people look at
focus on regular-density scenes. A crowded scene is characterized by the cooccurrence of a relatively large number of regions/objects that would have stood
out if in a regular scene, and what drives attention in crowd can be significantly
different from the conclusions in the regular setting. This work presents a first focused study on saliency in crowd. To facilitate saliency in crowd study, a new
dataset of 500 images is constructed with eye tracking data from 16 viewers
and annotation data on faces (the dataset will be publicly available with the paper). Statistical analyses point to key observations on features and mechanisms of
saliency in scenes with different crowd levels and provide insights as of whether
conventional saliency models hold in crowding scenes. Finally a new model for
saliency prediction that takes into account the crowding information is proposed,
and multiple kernel learning (MKL) is used as a core computational module to
integrate various features at both low- and high-levels. Extensive experiments
demonstrate the superior performance of the proposed model compared with the
state-of-the-art in saliency computation.
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Introduction

Humans and other primates have a tremendous ability to rapidly direct their gaze when
looking at a visual scene, and to select visual information of interest. Understanding
and simulating this mechanism has both scientific and economic impact [21, 36, 7, 31].
Existing saliency models are generally built on the notion of “standing out”, i.e.,
regions [17, 25] or objects [8, 26] that stand out from their neighbors are salient. The
intuition has been successfully validated in both the biological and computational domains, yet the focus in both communities is regular-density scenarios. When a scene is
crowded, however, there is a relatively large number of regions/objects of interest that
would compete for attention. The mechanism that determines saliency in this setting
can be quite different from the conventional principles, and saliency algorithms that
completely ignore the crowd information may not be the optimal in crowded scenes.
There is hardly any work that explicitly models saliency in crowd, yet the problem
has remarkable societal significance. Crowd is prevalent [24, 22] and saliency in crowd
has direct applications to a variety of important problems like security, population monitoring, urban planning, and so on. In many applications, automatic systems to monitor
?
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crowded scenes can be more important than regular scenes as criminal or terrorist attacks often happen with a crowd of people. On the other hand, crowded scenes are more
challenging to human operators, due to the limited perceptual and cognitive processing
capacity.
This paper presents a focused study on saliency in crowd. Given the evolutionary
significance as well as prevalence in real-world problems, this study focuses on humans
(faces). In particular, we identify key features that contribute to saliency in crowd and
analyze their roles with varying crowd densities. A new framework is proposed that
takes into account crowd density in saliency prediction. To effectively integrate information from multiple features at both low- and high-levels, we propose to use multiple
kernel learning (MKL) to learn a more robust discrimination between salient and nonsalient regions. We have also constructed a new eye tracking dataset for saliency in
crowd analysis. The dataset includes images with a wide range of crowding densities
(defined by the number of faces), eye tracking data from 16 viewers, and bounding
boxes on faces as well as annotations on face features.
The main contributions of the paper are summarized as follows:
1. Features (on faces) are identified and analyzed in the context of saliency in crowd.
2. A new framework for saliency prediction is proposed which takes into account
crowding information and is able to adapt to crowd levels. Multiple kernel learning
(MKL) is employed as a core computational method for feature integration.
3. A new eye tracking dataset is built for crowd estimation and saliency in crowd
computation.

Fig. 1. Examples of image stimuli and eye tracking data in the new dataset. Note that despite
the rich (and sometimes seemingly overwhelming) visual contents in crowded scenes, fixations
between subjects are quite consistent, indicating a strong commonality in viewing patterns.

2
2.1

Related Work
Visual Saliency

There is an abundant literature in visual saliency. Some of the models [17, 5, 28] are
inspired by neural mechanisms, e.g., following a structure rooted in the Feature Integration Theory (FIT) [35]. Others use probabilistic models to predict where humans
look at. For example, Itti and Baldi [16] hypothesized that the information-theoretical
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concept of spatio-temporal surprise is central to saliency, and computed saliency using Bayesian statistics. Vasconcelos et al. [11, 23] quantified saliency based on a discriminant center-surround hypothesis. Raj et al. [30] derived an entropy minimization
algorithm to select fixations. Seo and Milanfer [32] computed saliency using a “selfresemblance” measure, where each pixel of the saliency map indicates the statistical
likelihood of saliency of a feature matrix given its surrounding feature matrices. Bruce
and Tsotsos [2] presented a model based on “self-information” after Independent Component Analysis (ICA) decomposition [15] that is in line with the sparseness of the
response of cortical cells to visual input [10]. In Harel et al.’s work [13], an activation
map within each feature channel is generated based on graph computations.
A number of recent models employed data-driven methods and leveraged human
eye movement data to learn saliency models. In these models, saliency is formulated as
a classification problem. Kienzle et al. [20] aimed to learn a completely parameter-free
model directly from raw data (13 × 13 patches) using support vector machine (SVM)
[3] with Gaussian radial basis functions (RBF). Judd et al. [19] learned saliency with a
set of low-, mid-, and high-level features using liblinear SVM [9]. Zhao and Koch [39,
40] employed least-square regression and AdaBoost to infer weights of biologicallyinspired features and to integrate them for saliency prediction.
Among all the methods, also relevant to the proposed work is the role of faces in
saliency prediction. In 2007, Cerf et al. [5] first demonstrated quantitatively the importance of faces in gaze deployment. It has been shown that faces attract attention
strongly and rapidly, independent of tasks [5, 4]. In their works as well as several subsequent models [13, 19, 39, 40], a face detector was added to saliency models as a separate
visual cue, and combined with other low-level features in a linear or nonlinear manner.
Saliency prediction performance has been significantly boosted with the face channel,
though only frontal faces with reasonably large sizes were detected [37].
2.2

Saliency and Crowd Analysis

While visual saliency has been extensively studied, few efforts have been spent in the
context of crowd. Given the specialty of crowded scenes, the vast majority works in
saliency are not directly applicable to crowded scenes. The most relevant works relating
to both topics (i.e., saliency and crowd) are those which applied bottom-up saliency
models for anomaly detection in crowded scenes. For example, Mancas et al. [24] used
motion rarity to detect abnormal events in crowded scenes. Mahadevan et al. [22] used a
spatial-temporal saliency detector based on a mixture of dynamic textures for the same
purpose. The model achieves state-of-the-art anomaly detection results and also works
well in densely crowded scenes.
Note that although similar in name (with key words of saliency and crowd), the
works mentioned above are inherently different from the proposed one. They applied
saliency models to crowded scenes for anomaly detection while we aim to find key
features and mechanisms in attracting attention in crowd. In a sense the previous models
focused on the application of suitable bottom-up saliency algorithms to crowd while
ours aims to investigate mechanisms underlying saliency in crowd and develop new
features and algorithms for this topic. Furthermore, previous works relied heavily on
motion and have no or limited predictability power with static scenes, while we aim to
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look at underlying low- and high-level appearance features, and the model is validated
with static images.

3
3.1

Dataset and Statistical Analysis
Dataset Collection

A large eye tracking dataset was constructed for saliency in crowd study (examples
shown in Fig. 1). In particular, we collected a set of 500 natural crowd images with a
diverse range of crowd densities. The images comprised indoor and outdoor scenes from
Flickr and Google Images. They were cropped and/or scaled to a consistent resolution
of 1024 × 768. In all images, human faces were manually labeled with rectangles,
and two attributes were annotated on each face: pose and partial occlusion. Pose has
three categories: frontal if the angle between the face’s viewing and the image plane
is roughly less than 45◦ , profile if the angle is roughly between 45◦ and 90◦ , and back
otherwise. The second attribute was annotated as partial occluded if a face is partially
occluded. Note that if a face is completely occluded, it is not labeled.
Sixteen students (10 male and 6 female, between the ages of 20 and 30) with corrected or uncorrected normal eyesight free-viewed the full set of images. These images
were presented on a 22-inch LCD monitor (placed 57cm from the subjects), and eye
movements of the subjects were recorded using an Eyelink 1000 (SR Research, Osgoode, Canada) eye tracker, at a sample rate of 1000Hz. The screen resolution was set
to 1680 × 1050, and the images were scaled to occupy the full screen height when presented on the display. Therefore, the visual angle of the stimuli was about 38.8◦ ×29.1◦ ,
and each degree of visual angle contained about 26 pixels in the 1024 × 768 image.
In the experiments, each image was presented for 5 seconds and followed by a drift
correction. The images were separated into 5 blocks of 100 each. Before each block, a
9-point target display was used for calibration and a second one was used for validation.
After each block subjects took a 5 minute break.
3.2

Statistics and Observations

The objective of the work and the dataset is to provide a benchmark for saliency studies
in crowded scenes. Due to the significant role of faces, we define “crowd” based on the
number of faces in a scene, and the dataset includes a wide range of crowding levels,
from a relatively low density (3 − 10 faces per image) to a very high density (up to 268
faces per image). The varying levels of crowding in the dataset allows an objective and
comprehensive assessment of whether and how eye movement patterns are modulated
by crowd levels. Fig. 2(a) shows the distribution of the numbers of faces per image. To
better quantify the key factors with respect to crowd levels, we sorted the images by
their numbers of faces, and evenly partitioned all images into 4 crowd levels (namely,
low, mid, high and very high, Fig. 2(b)).
With eye tracking experiments, we collected 15.79 ± 0.97 (mean±SD) eye fixations
from each subject for each image. To analyze the fixation distribution, we constructed a
fixation map of each image, by convolving a fovea-sized (i.e. σ = 26 pixels) Gaussian
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Fig. 2. (a) Histogram of face numbers per image. (b) Number of images for each crowd level.

kernel over the successive fixation locations of all subjects and normalizing it to sum 1,
which can be considered as a probability density function of eye fixations.
In the following, we report key observations on where people look at in crowd:

Observation 1: Faces attract attention strongly, across all crowd levels. Furthermore,
the importance of faces in saliency decreases as crowd level increases.
Consistent with previous findings [33, 19, 4, 39], the eye tracking data display a center bias. Fig. 3(a) shows the distribution of all human fixations for all the 500 images,
where 40.60% of the eye fixations are in the center 16% area, and 68.99% fixations are
in the center 36% area. Note that 68.58% fixations are in the upper half of the images,
in line with the distribution of the labeled faces (see Fig. 3(b)), suggesting that humans
consistently fixate at faces despite the presence of whole bodies.
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Fig. 3. Distributions of (a) all eye fixations, and (b) all faces in the dataset. The number in each
histogram bin represents the percentage of fixations or faces.

We further investigated the importance of faces by comparing the mean fixation
densities on faces and on the background. From Fig. 4, we observe that (1) faces attract
attention more than non-face regions, consistent across all crowd levels, and (2) the
importance of faces in saliency decreases with the increase of crowd densities.
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Observation 2: The number of fixations do not change (significantly) with crowd density. The entropy of fixations increases with the crowd level, consistent with the entropy
of faces in a scene.
We then analyzed two global eye fixation parameters (i.e., number and entropy).
Fig. 5(a) illustrates that the number of fixations does not increase with the crowd level,
indicating that only a limited number of faces can be fixated at despite the larger number
of faces in a crowded scene. Similarly we measured the entropy of the face as well as
fixation distributions to analyze
randomness in different crowd densities. Formally,
Ptheir
n
entropy is defined as S = − i=1 pi log2 (pi ) where the vector p = (p1 , . . . , pn ) is a
histogram of n = 256 bins representing the distribution of values in each map. To
measure the entropy of the original image in terms of face distributions, we constructed
a face map for each image, i.e., plotting the face centers in a blank map and convolving
it using a Gaussian kernel the same way as generating the fixation map. Fig. 5(b) shows
that as a scene gets more crowded, the randomness of both the face map and the fixation
map increases.
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Fig. 5. (a) Numbers of faces and fixations averaged over the stimuli under the four crowd levels.
(b) Entropies of faces and fixations averaged over the stimuli under the four crowd levels. Error
bars indicate the standard error of the mean.
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Observation 3: Crowd density modulates the correlation of saliency and features.
From Observations 1 and 2, we know that faces attract attention, yet in crowding
scenarios, not all faces attract attention. There is a processing bottleneck that allows
only a limited number of entities for further processing. What, then, are the driving factors in determining which faces (or non-face regions) are the most important in crowd?
Furthermore, are these factors change with crowd density? While there is no previous
works that systematically study these problems in the context of saliency in crowd, we
aim to make a first step in this exploration. In particular, we first define a number of
relevant features in the context of crowd.
Face Size. Size describes an important object-level attribute, yet it is not clear how it
affects saliency - whether large or small objects
√ tend to attract attention. In this
work, we measure the face size with di = hi × wi , where hi and wi are the
height and width of the i-th face.
Face Density. This feature describes the local face density around a particular face.
Unlike regular scenes where faces are sparse and mostly with low local density, in
a crowded scene, local face density can vary significantly in a same scene. Formally,
for each face, its local face density is computed as follows:
fi =

X
k6=i

√

1
exp
2πσ



(xk − xi )2 + (yk − yi )2 /2σ 2 ,

(1)

where (xi , yi ) is the center coordinate of the i-th face, and σ is set to 2 degrees of
visual angle.
Face Pose. Several recent works showed that faces attract attention [4, 39, 40], yet they
all focused on frontal faces. While frontal faces are predominantly important in
many regular images due to for example, photographers’ preference; in a crowding
setting, faces with various poses frequently appear in one scene, and to which extent
pose affects saliency is.
Face Occlusion. In crowded scenes, occlusion becomes more common. While studies [18] show that humans are able to fixate on faces even though they are fully
occluded, the way occlusion affects saliency has not been studied.
We then analyzed how each of the features affects saliency with varying crowd
levels. Fig. 6 illustrates the saliency values (ground truth, from fixation maps) of faces
with different feature values for all 4 crowd groups, and the following observations were
made:
Observation 3.1 Saliency increases with face size, across all crowd levels. Intuitively
in natural images, a larger size suggests a closer distance to the viewer thus is
expected to be more salient. For faces of similar sizes, saliency decreases as crowd
density increases.
Observation 3.2 Saliency decreases with local face density, across all crowd levels,
suggesting that isolated faces attract more attention than locally crowded ones. In
the same local density category, saliency decreases with global crowd density.
Observation 3.3 Generally frontal faces attract attention most strongly, followed by
profile faces, and then back-view faces. Note that the “difference” of saliency values
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Fig. 6. Average saliency values (ground truth, from fixation maps) of faces change with (a) size,
(b) density, (c) pose and (d) occlusion, modulated by the crowd levels. Error bars indicate the
standard error of the mean.

of the three face categories drop monotonically with the crowd density, and for the
highly crowded group, saliency with different poses are similar indicating little
contribution of pose in determining saliency there. In addition, within each pose
category, saliency decreases with crowd levels.
Observation 3.4 Although humans still fixate consistently on (partially) occluded faces,
unoccluded faces attract attention more strongly, across all crowd levels. The saliency
for both occluded and unoccluded categories decreases with crowd density.
To summarize, for all individual features, saliency on face regions decreases as
crowd density increases, in consistent with Observation 2. In addition, crowd density
modulates the correlation between saliency and features. The general trend is that larger
faces are more salient; frontal faces are more salient than profile ones, and back-view
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ones are the least salient (though saliency with different poses are similar in the most
crowded group); and occluded faces are less salient than unoccluded ones. The varying
importance with respect to the features is largely due to the details contained in the
face regions as well as ecological reasons like experiences and genetic factors. Note
that, however, the ways/parameters that characterize the trends vary significantly with
different crowd levels.

4

Computational Model

In this section, we propose a computational model based on Support Vector Machine
(SVM) learning to combine features automatically extracted from crowd images for
saliency prediction at each pixel.
4.1

Face Detection and Feature Extraction

Section 3 suggests an important role of various face features in determining saliency,
especially in the context of crowd. Despite the success in face detection, automatically
detecting all the face features remains challenging in the literature. We in this work
employ a part-based face detector [41] that is able to provide pose information besides
the location and size of the faces. In particular, with its output face directions α ∈
[−90◦ , 90◦ ], we consider faces with |α| ≤ 45◦ as frontal faces and the others as profile
faces. We expect that with the constant progress in face detection, more attributes like
back-view, occlusion, can also be incorporated in the computational model.
With a wide range of sizes and different poses in crowd, the number of detected
faces is always smaller than the ground truth, thus the partition of the crowd levels
needs to be adjusted to the face detection results. As introduced in Section 3, the way
we categorize crowd levels is data-driven and not specific to any number of faces in a
scene, thus the generalization is natural.
Our model combines low-level center-surround contrast and high-level semantic
face features for saliency prediction in crowd. For each image, we pre-compute feature
maps for every pixel of the image resized to 256 × 192. In particular, we generate three
simple biologically plausible low-level feature maps (i.e., intensity, color, and orientation) following Itti et al.’s approach [17]. Moreover, while Observation 1 emphasizes
the importance of face in saliency prediction, Observation 2 implies that a single feature map on faces is not sufficient since only a limited number of faces are looked at
despite a larger number of faces present in crowded scenes. It points to the importance
of new face features that can effectively distinguish salient faces from the many faces.
According to Observation 3 and the availability of face features from current face detectors (detailed below), we propose to include in the model four new feature maps on
faces (size, density, frontal faces and profile faces). The face feature maps are generated
by placing a 2D Gaussian component at the center of each face, with a fixed width of
(σ = 1◦ of visual field, 24 pixels). For size and density maps, the magnitude of each
Gaussian component is the corresponding feature value computed as described in Observation 3, while for the two maps of frontal and profile faces, all Gaussian components
have the same magnitude.
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Learning a Saliency Model with Multiple Kernels

To predict saliency in crowd, we learn a classifier from our images with eye-tracking
data, using a 10-fold cross validation (i.e. 450 training images and 50 test images).
From the top 20% and bottom 70% regions in a ground truth saliency map, we randomly sample 10 pixels respectively, yielding a training set of 4500 positive samples
and 4500 negative samples. The values at each selected pixel in the seven feature maps
are concatenated into a feature vector. All the training samples are normalized to have a
zero mean and a unit variance. The same parameters are used to normalize the test images afterwards. This sampling and normalization approach is consistent with the implementation in the MIT model [19] that learns a linear support vector machine (SVM)
classifier for feature integration.
In this paper, instead of learning an ordinary linear SVM model, we propose to use
multiple kernel learning (MKL) [6] that is able to combine features at different levels
in a well founded way that chooses the most appropriate kernels automatically. The
MKL framework aims at removing assumptions of kernel functions and eliminating the
burdensome manual parameter tuning in the kernel functions of SVMs. Formally, the
MKL defines a convex combination of m kernels. The output function is formulated as
follows:

s(x) =

m
X

[βk hwk , Φk (x)i + bk ]

(2)

k=1

where Φk (x) maps the feature data x using one of m predefined kernels including
Gaussian (σ = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4) and polynomial kernels (degree = 1, 2, 3), with an
L1 sparsity constraint. The goal is to learn the mixing coefficients β = (βk ), along with
w = (wk ), b = (bk ), k = 1, . . . , m. The resulting optimization problem becomes:
N

X
1
Ω(β) + C
ξi
β,w,b,ξ 2
i=1


∀i : ξi = l s(x(i) ), y (i)
min

s.t.

(3)
(4)

where (x(i) , y (i) ), i = 1, . . . , N are the training data and N is the size of the training
set. Specifically, x(i) is the feature vector concatenating all feature values (from the
feature maps) at a particular image pixel, and the training label y (i) is +1 for a salient
point, or −1 for a non-salient point.
In Eq. 4, C is the regularization parameter and l is a convex loss function, and
Ω(β) is an L1 regularization parameter to encourage a sparse β, so that a small number
of crowd levels are selected. This problem can be solved by iteratively optimizing β
with fixed w and b through linear programming, and optimizing w and b with fixed β
through a generic SVM solver.
Observation 3 provides a key insight that crowd level modulates the correlation
between saliency and the features. To account for this, we learn an MKL classifier for
each crowd level, and the use of MKL automatically adapts both the feature weights and
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the kernels to each crowd level. In this work, the crowd levels are categorized based on
the number of faces detected. In practice, the number of detected faces is normally
smaller than the ground truth due to a wide range of sizes/poses in crowd, thus the
partition of the crowd levels needs to be adjusted to the face detection results. The way
we categorize crowd levels is data-driven and not specific to any number of faces in a
scene, thus the generalization is natural.

5

Experimental Results

Extensive and comparative experiments were carried out and reported in this section.
We first introduce experimental paradigm with the choice of face detection algorithms
and implementation details, followed by metrics to evaluate and compare the models.
Qualitative as well as quantitative comparative results are then shown to demonstrate
the effective of the algorithm to predict saliency in crowd.
5.1

Evaluation Metrics

In the saliency literature, there are several widely used criteria to quantitatively evaluate the performance of saliency models by comparing the saliency prediction with eye
movement data. One of the most common evaluation metrics is the area under the receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve (i.e. AUC) [34]. However, the AUC as well
as many other metrics are significantly affected by the center bias effect [33], so the
Shuffled AUC [38] is then introduced to address this problem. Particularly, to calculate
the Shuffled AUC, negative samples are selected from human fixational locations from
all images in a dataset (except the test image), instead of uniformly sampling from all
images.
In addition, the Normalized Scanpath Saliency (NSS) [29] and the Correlation Coefficient (CC) [27] are also used to measure the statistical relationship between the
saliency prediction and the ground truth. NSS is defined as the average saliency value
at the fixation locations in the normalized predicted saliency map which has zero mean
and unit standard deviation, while the CC measures the linear correlation between the
saliency map and the ground truth map. The three metrics are complementary, and provide a relatively objective evaluation of the various models.
5.2

Performance Evaluation

We perform qualitative and quantitative evaluation of our models with a single MKL
classifier (SC-S) and a combination of multiple classifiers (SC-M) for different crowdlevels, in comparison with six classic/state-of-the-art saliency models that are publicly
available.
Two of the comparative models are bottom-up ones combined with object detectors
(i.e. MIT [19] and SMVJ [5], while the others are purely bottom-up, including the Itti
et al.’s model implemented by Harel, the Graph Based Visual Saliency (GBVS) model
[13], the Attention based on Information Maximization (AIM) model [2], the Saliency
Using Natural statistics (SUN) model [38], the Adaptive Whitening Saliency (AWS)
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model [12], and the Image Signature (IS) model [14]. For a fair comparison, the ViolaJones face detector used in the MIT and SMVJ models is replaced with [41]. We also
compare with the face detector as a baseline saliency model. Moreover, since the MIT
saliency model and our models are both data-driven, we test them on the same training
and test image sets, and the parameters used for data sampling and SVM learning are
also the same. In addition, the “distance to center” channel in the MIT model is discarded to make it fair with respect to this spatial bias. Finally, all the saliency maps are
smoothed with the same Gaussian kernel.
Fig. 7 shows the quantitative evaluation following Borji’s implementations [1]. Further, in Fig. 8, we illustrate the ROC curves for the Shuffled AUC computation of the
compared models. Four key observations are made:
1. Models with face detectors perform generally better than those without face detectors.
2. The face detector itself does not perform well enough. It only predicts a small
region in the images (where the faces are detected) as salient, and the saliency of
non-faces is considered to be zero. Since most of the predictions are zero, in the
ROC curve for the face detector, both true positive rate and false positive rate are
generally low, and there are missing samples in the right side of the curve.
3. The proposed models outperform all other models in predicting saliency in crowd
(with all three metrics), suggesting the usefulness of the new face related features.
The comparative models (i.e. SMVJ and MIT) use the same face detector. By combining low-level features and the face detector, SMVJ and MIT perform better than
most low-level models.
4. The better performance of SC-M compared with SC-S demonstrates the effectiveness of considering different crowd levels in modeling. In fact, besides the richer
set of face features, the proposed models use only three conventional low-level features, so there is still a large potential in our models to achieve higher performance
with more features.
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Fig. 7. Quantitative comparison of models. The prediction accuracy is measured with Shuffled
AUC, NSS and CC scores. The bar values indicate the average performance over all stimuli. The
error bars indicate the standard error of the mean.

For a qualitative assessment, Fig. 9 illustrates saliency maps from the proposed
models and the comparative ones. First, as illustrated in the human fixation maps (2nd
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ROC Curves
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Fig. 8. ROC curves of the compared models. Bold lines represent models incorporating the face
detector.

column), faces consistently and strongly attract attention. Models with face detectors
(SC-M, SC-S, MIT and SMVJ) generally outperform those without face detectors (GBVS,
IS, SUN, AIM and Itti). Compared with the MIT model that performs the best among
all comparative models, our models use fewer low-, mid-, and high-level features, yet
still perform better, demonstrating the importance of face related features in the context
of crowd. Second, in scenes with relatively high crowd densities, e.g. images (f-h), there
is a large variance in face size, local density, and pose, so the proposed models are more
powerful in distinguishing salient faces from non-salient ones. Third, by explicitly considering crowding information in modeling, the SC-M model adapts better to different
crowd densities, compared with SC-S. For example saliency prediction for faces with
certain poses is more accurate with SC-M (e.g., images (c) and (i)).

6

Conclusions

The main contribution of the paper is a first focused study on saliency in crowd. It builds
an eye tracking dataset on scenes with a wide range of crowd levels, and proposes
a computational framework that explicitly models how crowd level modulates gaze
deployment. Comprehensive analyses and comparative results demonstrate that crowd
density affects saliency, and incorporating this factor in modelling boosts saliency prediction accuracy.
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Fig. 9. Qualitative results of the proposed models and the state-of-the-art models over the crowd
dataset.
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